ON BACK ORDER – Best book is - The Norwich Terrier by Marjorie Bunting with additions by Renee
Willis published in Sweden. It is available from the Norwich Terrier Club notions chairman: Patty
Warrender P.O. Box 1431, Middleburg, VA. 20118, Tel: 540-364-4901
Email: pwnoridge@gmail.com and they are $48.50 plus $5 postage. ** try amazon or ebay **
ISBN: 978-91-85635-17-7
Dog Food: Eukanuba small breed puppy or Royal Canin mini puppy until 1 year old. Puppy can have free
choice food for first few months and then establish proper eating habits feeding 2-3 times a day. Feed
Adult food over one year of age.
NO FOOD PRODUCTS FROM CHINA.
The following are online resources that we buy supplies from:
PetEdge.com, 1-800-738-3343, Favorite items from Pet Edge www.petedge.com include:
•

Fresh 'n Clean scented shampoo

•

Exercise pens (pro select or Crate appeal). Usually you just lift them in so you may not need a
door. 18" works fine for puppies and most adults but we also use the 24" for the adult Norwich

•

Flexrake poop scoops the standard size is fine, we have had the same one for over 20 years

•

Natures Miracle stain and odor remove

•

Clean and Go regular puppy pads XL size. These lie flat and are very absorbent

•

Petmate Vari-Kennel #100 (small size) 21"x16"x15" either ultra fashion, ultra or regular. We
have tried larger sizes and other brands but the dogs seem to like this size. They can also be used
for airline travel but we usually carry our dogs in the cabin. For airline travel we have used
medium Sherpa bags but Walmart sometimes has nice air travel bags for about $35.

•

Toe nails are always a challenge and we start cutting the puppies nails when they are a week old.
They need to be cut weekly so you need a nail clipper and Kwik stop, in case they bleed. PetEdge
sells both. The small millers forge ($4.69) or the small ergonomic nail clipper ($3.99) will work
fine.

Other sites that we have used: www.cherrybrook.com or www.drsfostersmith.com and www.revival.com
•

The stripping knives are from Cherrybrook, called McClellan and stripping knife sets yellow and
red -- fine and medium and come in either right or left-handed. This is if you plan on stripping
dogs yourself (not recommended).

•

Kuranda Dog beds are available from www.kuranda.com, very durable and the dogs really like
them. We use the 25"x18" standard toy bed with the vinyl weave fabric. There are several other
fabric choices. The puppies enjoy crawling on and off the bed and they are easy to clean and
wear very well.
** 10% discount code is: KP12831 **

